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 Children know about similarities and 
differences in relation to places, objects,  and 
living things.           
                                                                                             
They talk about the features of their own 
immediate environment and how 
environments might vary from one another 

:Children talk about past and present 
events in their own lives and in the lives of 
family members 

Children  know about similarities and 
differences between themselves and others, 
and among families, communities and 
traditions

Children recognise that a range of 
technology is used in places such as 
homes and schools 

They can select and use technology 
for particular purposes

Children experiment with colour, design, 
texture, form and function

Children   represent their own ideas, 
thoughts and feelings through art and  
design.

Children safely use and explore a variety of 
materials, tools and techniques

Children sing songs, make music and dance, 
and experiment with ways of changing them 

 Children represent their own ideas through 
music.  

Children show good control and co-
ordination in large and small movements 
.They move confidently in a range of ways, 
safely negotiating space They handle 
equipment and tools effectively, including 
pencils for writing
HS:Children know the importance for good 
health of physical exercise, and a healthy 
diet.

 Children read and understand simple 
sentences They use phonic knowledge to 
decode regular words and read them aloud 
accurately They read some common irregular 
words. Children use their phonic knowledge 
to write words in ways which match their 
spoken sounds They write some irregular 
common words They write simple sentences 
which can be read by themselves and others. 
Some words are spelt correctly and others 
are phonetically plausible

Listening to and reading stories in Home 
Languages

GEOGRAPHY HISTORY SCIENCE OUR CHANGING WORLD   RELIGIOUS EDUCATION COMPUTING ART DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY MUSIC PE ENGLISH FL

Power of Reading Place Value, Counting, Comparison of 
Number

Geometry, Statistics, Algebra, 
Coordinates, Position and Direction

AUTUMN

Geography of the school and the grounds Human Body
Looking at Animals
Part 1 of seasons

Harvest Festival
Harvest at POW 
Christmas:  KS1 Nativity

Log in on to computer
Manipulation of mouse and 
keyboard
2 Simple drawing pictures

Sculpture-Installation with natural 
resources
Andy Goldsworthy, Richard Long

Food-Preparing fruit and vegetables
Fruit kebabs

Songs about animals body parts and food.
Singing and using voices expressively, 
speaking chants and rhymes.

Relationships
Safety, friendship and feelings
Gifts and talents and anti-bullying

Gymnastics-travelling
Games-Bouncing 
Dance-Simple Movement Patterns                    
Games-Travelling with the Ball  

Owl Babies, Elmer, Gruffalo
Handa's Surprise
Fairy Tales

SPRING

Toys - Enfield Toy Box Loan                                                  
Local area: Homes and Houses in different 
times - look around Enfield Island Village at 
housing stock 

Everyday Materials
Part 2 of seasons

Growing up in a Muslim family                                            
Growing up in a Jewish family
Easter week

Word processing and graphics
E-safety
BeeBots

Drawing Tulips – link to Erasmus project. 
Dutch painters of flowers including Jan 
Van  Huysum
Ongoing observational drawings of tulips 
planted in garden 

Textiles-templates and joining techniques-
Cinderella puppets

Playing untuned percussion instruments with 
some control. Listening to live and recorded 
music with growing concentration and 
answering questions about musical elements

Health and Well Being
Understanding money

Games: Creating Games
Dance-Explring gesture and formation
Dance-Exploring Patterns and Pathways
Gym-Taking & Transferring weight

Fairy Tales continued - Cinderella
Beegu, Non-fiction space, Aliens wear 
underpants

SUMMER

Weather patterns(in UK, Equator and Poles)
Places we go on holiday

Plant Detectives
Weather
Part 3 of seasons

Alevism                                                                             
Holi & stores of Krishna

Animations
Sound recording

Painting: Uccello (Take One Project)
Focus on exploring cool and warm 
colours. 

Mechanisms-Sliders and Levers-toy car Experimenting and creating sounds using 
untuned percussion instruments related to 
weather and plants
Aeolian Harps

Medicines and staying healthy
Living together

Games-Receiving 
Gymnastics-Transferring weight
Games-Sending
Dance-Telling a story through dance

Peepo, Walter’s Windy Washing Line, 
Where the wild things are
Non-fiction link to holidays

AUTUMN

Features of local area and UK including the 
four countries 

The Plague, The Great Fire of London
Samuel Pepys

Use of everyday materials
• Shaping Up
• Good Choices

Festivals of Light
Diwali,
Hannukah

Storyboarding and animation
Word processing - iMovie and 
Filming

Drawing - Rangoli patterns with coloured 
sand/powder paint/rice/flower petals.
A selection of Rangoli patterns/ designs

Structures-Free standing structures - Bridges Playing tuned and un tuned percussion 
instruments with greater control. Creating 
selecting and combining sounds

Relationships
Managing feelings
Anti-bullying, bereavement

Games-Dribbling
Gymnastics-Balance
Games-Throwing and Catching
Dance-Communicating moods

Fire of London  news report
I want my hat back 
The Lonely Beast 
The Dark Orion and the Dark 

Introduction to greetings through songs and 
role play
(Link with their cultural identity)  - Bonjour, 
Salut

SPRING

Continents and oceans of the world, equator 
and poles
Hot and cold areas of the world

Local area - RSAF linked to Crimea War 
(linked to Mary Seacole and Florence 
Nightingale)

Animals including humans 
• Take Care
• Growing Up

Growing up in a Christian family         Easter Data
Programming

Painting - colour mixing and collage
Rousseau 
Visit to wetlands 

Food-Preparing fruit and vegetables
Muffins and pizza

Rhythm and steady beat
African drumming

Differences ;male and female
Keeping track of money
Rights and responsibilities

Gymnastics-Parts high and low
Dance-Using dynamics
Games-Sending skills
Gymnastics-Jumping and landing

The Emperors egg
Meerkat Mail
Cinderella

Learning colours through songs: rouge, 
jaune, bleu, vert, rose, orange, brun, noir, 
blanc

SUMMER

Compare Enfield, Walton on the Naze and 
Jamaica
Look at key physical and human features

Tim Peake and Roald Amundsen Habitats
• What is in your habitat?
• The Apprentice Gardener

Ramadan and Id-ul-Fitr   Wesak Email,
Research, graphics

Sculpture - Uccello (Take One Project) Mechanisms-Wheels and axles-vehicles Singing songs using voices expressively and 
creatively using songs in French

Hazardous substances and emergency 
services
People who help us in our community

Dance-Cultural dance
Games-Hitting and Striking
Gymnastics-Spinning and turning
Games-Running, hopping and jumping

The Day The Crayons Quit
Storm Whale
Caribbean Stories

Introduction to numbers: 1 – 5
Un, deux, trois, quatre, cinq through song
KS1 - Assembly by FL Lead

AUTUMN

Mountain and hills including St Lucia and the 
Pitons

Changes in Britain from the Stone Age to 
Iron Age – Include Old Stone Age, Middle 
Age, New Stone Age and Bronze and Iron 
Age. 

Amazing Bodies
Rock Detectives

Hindu and Sikh Divali
The Christian Bible and stories of Jesus

Presentation and research-
PowerPoint
Research and data collection

Drawing - Cave drawings of animals 
–Natural materials – charcoal, vegetables 
& mud drawn on slates 
Lascaux caves Altamira

Textiles  -  2D shape to 3D product:  - holder, 
purse or wallet

Rhythm and steady beat
Play untuned instruments  with increasing  
control. 

Relationships
Resolving conflict
Taking responsibility for behaviour

Dance-Linking dance actions
Invasion Games-Creating space
Invasion Games-Passing
Gymnastics-Travelling with a change of 
direction

Stone Age Boy
Cave Baby
Into the forrest
The lost happy endings
Santa's difficult journey

Greetings and Family names, colours
Numbers 0 - 12
French poem: Deux petits oiseaux

SPRING

Rivers What were the achievements of the 
Ancient civilisations? An indepth study of 
Ancient Egypt

Local area -Enfield visitor - Roy Tuthill for 
local talk link to RSAF Pattern Riffle, 
American Civil War, Indian Mutiny

The power of forces

How does your garden grow?  
Growing herbs, vegetables and 
plants including Caribbean 
varieties

Living as a Muslim
Alevism-visit to Cemevi 

Programming and Coding
Video recording and editing

Sculptures-mod roc and wire of canopic 
jars
British museum visit Feb 12, 13, 14
Focus on Canopic jars

Mechanisms  -  Levers and linkages:  Pop-up 
books linked to Egypt

Composing and using musical notations 
through the Egyptians topic. Appreciate and 
understand music from different traditions 
e.g pentatonic music

Differences: Male and female, personal 
space and touch
Earning money, lending and borrowing

Gymnastics-Stretching and curling
Outdoor and Adventurous Activities
Net and Wall Games-Directing the ball
Dance-Exploring cultural dance

Cinderella of the Nile
Moon man
Non-fiction Ancient Egyptians
Fly eagle fly

Recap numbers. Learn numbers 11-20; say 
my age; introduce Birthday months, 
recognise masculine/feminine words; Party 
invitation

SUMMER

Europe including Russia-atlases, maps, keys- 
and major cities

How does your garden grow?  
Growing herbs, vegetables and 
plants including Caribbean 
varieties

Can you see me?

The Torah and stories of the Jewish people
Places of worship in the local area-sdu

Communication-emailing, video 
conferencing
Digital photography & digi map

  Drawing and painting: Uccello Food  -  Healthy and Varied diet:  make a 
wrap with a filling

Composing river music and using musical 
notations through the River Lea topic. Play in 
ensemble contexts, using voices and 
instruments with increasing control.

Being active and the effects of smoking
Our community, staying safe and recycling

Athletics x3-Running, throwing and jumping
Striking and Fielding Games-How to strike 
the ball in to space. Fielding as a team.

The Window
Poetry 
Caribbean Dozen and Jamaican poetry

Body parts, Memorise new vocab; Revise 
colours (songs); Monster activity using 
colours

AUTUMN

Using maps to focus on key physical and 
human characteristics of North America, and 
major cities.

Ancient Greeks and their legacy including 
stories and myths

Switched On
Good Vibrations 

Sukkot & exploring Judaism through the 
synagogue
The Qu-ran &the prophet 
Muhammed(pbuh)

Powerpoint presentation
Text wikis

Sculpture-Clay Greek pots, vases… 
Look at Greek pots and designs

Electrical systems  -  Simple circuits and 
switches:  Make a torch

Recorders play and perform in ensembles 
and playing the recorder with increasing 
accuracy and control.

Relationships
Resilience and coping with disappointment
Loss and cyberbullying

Net and Wall Games-Directing the ball
Gymnastics-Balance
Invasion Games-Controlling and receiving
Dance-Creating a story

Leon And The Place Between
FaRther                                                                           
Letter to an Evacuee                                      
The Boy at the Back of the Class                                             

Compass directions, on the way to school 
activity, where in the world is French 
spoken? 
Days/Months - Weather

SPRING

Water in our world
Water cycle, flooding and pollution         
Wetlands

Local area - WW1 and RSAF. Link to 
Geography with Canal and River Trust. 
Why was the factory there and how were  
supplies moved?

Where does all that food go?
In a State

Living as a Hindu
The Church-a Christian community 

Programming-Scratch
Photography, iMovie

Drawing & painting landscapes
Dutch Golden Age-Hals, Steen
Rembrandt 

 Food  -  Healthy and Varied Diet:  Scones 
with a filling

Recorders - use and interpret staff notation 
notes and rhythms. 
Noye's Fludde Benjamin Britten

Puberty
Changes in relationships at home
Using accounts to keep money safe,
Rules and responsibilities in society

Outdoor and Adventurous Activities
Invasion Games-Keeping possession of the 
ball
Dance-Characterisation                                    
Invasion Games-Marking and tackling

Fox
Ice Palace
Non-fiction local area
Cinderella story

On our travels. Sports -likes & dislikes; Diary 
activities - Mon Agenda

SUMMER

Volcanoes and earthquakes- Vesuvius and 
Pompeii

The Roman Empire. How did the Romans 
impact on Britain?
Verulamium visit

Animals including humans
• Human Impact
• Who am I?

Guru Nanak Data logging and presentation-
weather
Music composition and recording

Mosaics – paper, collage, tiles      
Uccello (Take One Project)

Structures  -  Shell structures:  Make a box 
for UPS to deliver something breakable e.g. 
eggs.

Appreciate and inderstand a wide range of 
live music from different composers and 
traditions.
African drumming

Effects of alcohol and the risks, habits and 
self control
Housing needs and wants, world celebrations

Athletics x 2-Developing good running, 
throwing and jumping techniques
Gymnastics-Receiving body weight
Striking and Fielding Games-How to strike 
the ball in to space. Fielding as a team.

Jemmy Button                                                  
One Plastic Bag
Nest full of stars

Storytelling(Les Quatre Amis), The four 
friends, meet the animals, animal habitats 
and description; Revise numbers (in tens) 
Pocket Money - C'est combien?

AUTUMN

Cities and countries and place names in UK-
Roman, Anglo-Saxon and Viking names

Britain’s Settlement by Anglo-Saxons and 
Scots, the struggle for England and Edward 
the confessor.
Anglo-Saxon day
Tower of London Trip

Get Sorted
Everyday Materials

The Buddha and his teachings 
Pesach
Rabbi and Synogoque

Coding Painting and drawing/Digital 
portraits
 Andy Warhol

Food -celebrating culture and seasonality-
Harvest- Bread

Steel Pans - play and perform in ensemble 
contexts playing instruments with increasing 
control accuracy and expression. 

Relationships
Kindness
Welcoming and belonging
Consequences of teasing and bullying

Net and Wall Games-Developing individual 
shots . Gymnastics-Flight Dance-Formations 
in historical dance. Invasion Games-Support 
play and formations. Swimming will take the 
place of one unit for three half terms

Odysseues
Bessie Colman

The alphabet - L’alphabet sounds; Revise 
numbers 1 - 30. Places in the locality(nos and 
letters to give coordinates);  My journey to 
school;   My  journey to school
Directions

SPRING

Pollution, local rivers and canals 900 AD -Early Islamic civilisation and a 
study of Baghdad to contrast with British 
society.

Local area - WW2/RSAF and Gunpowder 

Marvellous Mixtures

Reproduction in plants and animals 
(Circle of life   Our changing world)

The Muslim community & the Mosque                                     
Exploring Christian values in the world today

Blogging
Create a virtual space, 3D, 
modelling
E-Safety

Iznik designs and printing. 
(Link to RE & History)
Link to Erasmus  project – Turkish /Islamic 
art/ tiles 
Iznik tiles

Tents and Dens
Frame Structures

Steel Pans - play and perform in ensemble 
contexts playing instruments with increasing 
control accuracy and expression. 

Metro Bank -Foreign currency, saving money                                             
Puberty and hygiene, body image and the 
media      SRE

Gymnastics-Bridges 
Outdoor and Adventurous Activities                     
Dance-Communicating issues through dance                                                                              
Invasion Games-Shooting and keeping 

Cinderella story - whole school
Rose Blanche;  Persuasive writing - The 
Kapok Tree
The Highway man

Celebrations/ food for celebrations. Building 
sentences. Lunchtime;  Weather – Recap 
Months and seasons; Weather and seasons;  
Joining in a poem; Seasonal colours

SUMMER

Land use and looking at how these aspects 
have changed over time - using Digi  maps . 
Longitude and Latitude .

Trade links, distribution of natural 
resources including energy, food, minerals 
and water.  Fairtrade and the Windward 
Islands

Feel the force ( link with STEM 
project)

Earth and beyond

 Who are the Key figures of Alevism?
 Sikhism

Programming, 3D animation 
including making 3D glasses.
Data analysis and presentation
Digital photography-geog

Sculpture -Uccello (Take One Project) Mechanical systems-Pulleys or gears-Toy 
vehicle for a 9 year old

Steel Pans.
Appreciate and inderstand a wide range of 
live music from different composers and 
traditions.

Legal and illegal drugs, attitudes to drugs and 
peer pressure
Schools abroad-France…, democracy, gov., 
and politics

Athletics x2-Set targets and improve 
performance                                       
Striking/Fielding Games x2-Role of bowler, 
wicket keeper, backstop and batter

Under the Moon and over the Sea
The Ice Bear

Bringing a picture to life (Degas National 
Gallery). Writing a description - Beach scene. 
Introducing /describing the planets,  
Writing  compound sentences; Presentation

AUTUMN

To use maps, photos and ICT to research and 
describe costal areas

Social history in British history-crime and 
punishment from Anglo Saxon to present                                                                
Clink Museum

Body Pump 
Body Health                       

Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur
Shabbat and the Jewish home
Buddhism (2020)

Mathletics and Spag.com
Coding

Sculpture Portraits – clay and wire 
sculpture 
Giacometti

Textiles-combining different fabric shapes-
make bags e.g. belt for garden tools, hand 
bags etc

African drumming
Rhythm and steady beat
Playing in ensemble contexts
Improvise and compose music

Relationships
Celebrating achievements, future plans
Communication in relationships include 

Net/Wall Games-Developing individual shots
Gymnastics-Counter balance/tension                                                                              
Dance-Strictly dance                                                                         
Invasion Games-Attacking and defending 
play

Wayhome
Poetry linked to Black History Month - 
Valerie Bloom
Macbeth, Theater visit - 6th November - 

Revise numbers 1-30; What time is it? Une 
heure, deux heures. Quelle heure est-il? Mid-
day, midnight; School times and subjects. 
French school timetable

SPRING

Study of  Antarctic expeditions
Future of Enfield Island Village

Antarctica
Future of Enfield Island Village

Light Up Your World
Everything changes
Danger, low voltage

Islam – Why is Hajj important to Muslims? 
Christianity – How do Christians prepare for 
Easter?

Coding
Research into Shackleton and 
Antarctica and presentation using 
Publisher

Perspective drawing
Enfield in the past, now and in the future
Photographs, artifacts, buildings and 
environment 

Electrical systems  -  more complex switches 
and circuits- Make an alarm

Develop an understanding of the history of 
music related to social history.
Listen with attention to detail and recall 
sounds with increasing aural memory.
Iranian music

Puberty, Releationships and reproduction
Health and well-being
Online safety

Gymnastics-Matching and mirroring                                                
Invasion Games-Tactics                                                                            
Invasion Games-Teamwork and formations                                                              
Dance-Putting on a performance

Mufaro's Beautiful Daughters
Ice Trap
Non-fiction local history
Cinderella Stories

Recognising town place;  talk in the past and 
prsent tense, use numbers from 70 to 100 to 
say the years;  talk about my town in an 
extended sentence

SUMMER

Distribution of natural resources including 
energy , climate zones, biomes, vegetation 
belts, Time zones Rainforests with a focus on 
South America
Eco systems

See  Geog. Sunny Schools
The Nature libraray

The Hindu community and the Mandir DTP-excel and publisher
Spread sheets

Painting - Uccello  (Take One Project) Structures-frame structures-STEM Project Performance
Play and perform in solo and ensemble 
contexts, using voices and playing 
instruments with increasing accuracy, 
fluency, control and expression. 

Cannabis, VSA, First aid, managing stress
Local and global communities, inequalities, 
helping others

Athletics x2-Develop technical understanding 
of athletic activity
Striking/Fielding Games-Role of the bowler, 
wicket, keeper, backstop, fielder and batter
Outdoor and Adventurous Activities

Lady of Shalott
Floodlands

Café, regional food, choosing an ice cream, 
Create Menu- Role Play, Café song

Count in steps of 2, 3, 5 and 10   
Find 1 and 10 more or less than a given 
number                                    
Place value of two-digit numbers

Properties of 2D and 3D shapes                                  
Vertical symmetry              
Pictograms, tally charts, block diagrams, 
simple tables
Clockwise and anti-clockwise

Count in multiples of 4, 8, 50 and 100                                                                            
Find 10 or 100 more or less than a given 
number                                               
Place value of three digit numbers

Recognise angles
Perpendicular and parallel lines                       
Bar charts                
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Count in multiples of 6, 7, 9 , 25 and 1000.                                                                   
All times tables                                            
Count forwards and back through negative 
numbers                                      
Find 1000 mor or less than a given number                                                               
Place value of four-digit numbers      
Rounding to the nearest 10, 100 or 1000

Symmetry of different orientations                           
Acute and obtuse angles    
Perimeter                              
Time Graphs                       
 2D grid coordinates on 1st quadrant 
and translation

Interpret negative numbers
Powers of 10 to 1, 000, 000                     
Place vlaue of upto seven-digit numbers

Draw all angles                
Finding Dimensions          
Interpreting timetables 
Reflection of Translation 

Calculate intervals across 0
Place value of eight-digit numbers

Making nets                         
Circle, radius and diameter                                
Finding missing angles      
Use simple algebraic formulae                               
Pie charts, line graphs         
Full coordinate grid - all 4 quadrants

Counting upto 100                     
Find 1 more or less than a given number

Name 2D and 3D shapes    Sequencing 
events             
Language of measurement  Half quarter 
and three quarted turns    
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How does our local Wetlands area 
change at different times of the 
year?
How does the number, type and 
behaviour of local birds change 
during the year?

Observing leaves, plants and 
flowers over time (Plants)
Observing animals in the local 
environment (Animal Antics)

Effect of the changing seasons 
(Sensing Seasons)

Habitats

Local leaves, seeds, berries and 
insects through the year.

Classifying trees and flowers

Plant reproduction in our local area

Listening to and reading stories in Home 
Languages

Chn count to 20 and place them in order. They find one more or one less. Using quantities of 
objects, they add and subtract  two  single digit numbers.. They solve problems - doubling 
and halving and sharing.  Chn use everyday language to talk about size, weight, capacity, 
position,time and money to compare quantities and objects. 

MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICS

Mar-20 UNDERSTANDING THE WORLD

Children know about similarities and differences in relation to  objects, 
materials and living things.   

They make observations of animals and plants and explain why some 
things occur, and talk about changes

EXPRESSIVE ARTS AND DESIGN
PERSONAL, SOCIAL, AND 

EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

PSHE, Circle Time and P4C
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Children  will talk about their ideas..Chn talk 
about how they and others show feelings.They 
will talk about their own and others’ behaviour, 
and its consequences, and know that some 
behaviour is unacceptable 
They work as part of a group or class. .Td take 
changes of routine in their stride 
Chn play co-operatively, taking turns with others 
They take  account of one another’s ideas about 
how to organise their activity. They show 
sensitivity to others’ needs and feelings. 
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